Abstract-This paper h ighlights the explicit description about concept of ontology which is concerned with the development and methodology involved in building ontology. The concept of ontologies has contributed to the development of Semantic Web where Semantic Web is an extension of the current World Wide Web in which informat ion is given in a well-defined mean ing that translates the given unstructured data into knowledgeable representation data thus enabling computers and people to work in cooperation. Thus, we can say that Semantic Web is information in mach ine understandable form. It is also called as Global Information Mesh (GIM). Semantic Web technology can be used to deal with challenges including traditional search engines and retrieval techniques within given organizations or for ecommerce applications whose initial focus is on professional users. Ontology represents informat ion in a manner so that this information can also be us ed by mach ines not only for d isplaying, but also for automating, integrating, and reusing the same informat ion across various applications which may include Artificial Intelligence, Informat ion Ret rieval (IR) and many more. Ontology is defined as a collection of set of concepts, their defin itions and the relat ionships among them represented in a hierarchical manner that is termed as Taxonomy. There are various tools available for developing ontologies like Ho zo, DOM L, and AltovaSemantic Works etc. We have used proté gé which is one of the most widely used ontology development editor that defines ontology concepts (classes), properties, taxono mies, various restrictions and class instances. It also supports several ontology representation languages, including OW L. There are various versions of proté gé available like WebProtege 2.0 beta, Proté gé 3.4.8, Proté gé 4.1 etc. In this paper, we have illustrated ontology development using proté gé 3.1 by giv ing an examp le o f Co mputer Science Depart ment of University System. It may be useful for future researchers in making ontology on proté gé version 3.1.
I. Introduction
World Wide Web is the largest database in the Universe wh ich is mostly understandable by human users and not by machines. WWW is hu man focused web. It discovers documents for the people. It lacks the existence of a semantic structure which maintains interdependency and scalability of its co mponents. It returns results of given query with the help of hyperlinks between resources. It produces large number of results that may or may not satisfy user's query. It results in the presentation of irrelevant information to the user. In the current web, resources are accessible through hyperlinks to web content spread throughout the world. The content of information is machine readable but not machine understandable. Use of current www does not support the concept of ontologies and users cannot make in ferences due to unavailability of complete data. An enormous collection of unstructured data present on web leads to problems in extracting informat ion about a particular domain. Hence informat ion ext raction is a logical step to retrieve relevant data and the extracted information. The word Information Retrieval is explicitly defined as process of extracting relevant results in context of g iven query. It is described as the task of identifying documents on the basis of properties assigned to the documents by various users requesting for retrieval. There are many Information Retrieval techniques for ext racting keywords like NLP based extract ion techniques. Content-based image retrieval system requires users to adopt new and challenges search strategies based on the visual pictures of images [1] . Multimed ia information retrieval provides retrieval capabilities of text images and different dimensions like form, content and structure. When text annotation is nonexistent and incomp lete content-based method must be used. Retrieval accuracy can be improved by content-based methods [2] . The remaining sections of paper are as follo ws . Section 2 makes readers aware of Semantic Web including its architecture and its importance as future web technology. In this section, we have also discussed about Ontology and its components. A list of differences is shown on Relat ional Database and Ontology. Section 3 defines development of ontology on "Co mputer Science Depart ment" using Protégé tool via Case Study.
II. Semantic Web

Importance
This futuristic concept of Semantic Web is needed to make our present web more precise and effective by increasing the structure and size of current web. Semantic Web (SW) uses Semantic Web documents (SWD's) that must be combined with Web based Indexing. The idea of Semantic Web (SW) as envisioned by Tim Bermers Lee came into existence in 1996 with the aim to translate given informat ion into machine understandable form.
Definition
Semantic Web is the new-generation Web that tries to represent information such that it can be used by mach ines not just for display purposes, but for automation, integration, and reuse across applications [3] . The emerg ing Semantic Web technology has revolutionized the way we use the Web to find and organize information. It is defined as framework of expressing informat ion because we can develop various languages and approaches for increasing IR effectiveness. Semantic Web (SW) uses Semantic Web documents (SWD's) that are written in SW languages like OW L, DAM L+OIL. We can say that Semantic Web documents are means of informat ion exchange in Semantic Web (SW).The Semantic Web (SW) is an extension of current www in which docu ments are filled by annotations in machine understandable markup language. Semantic Web technology can be used first to address efficiency, productivity and scalability challenges within Enterprises or for e-co mmerce applications and the init ial focus is on pro fessional users [4] .
Tim Berner Lee (Inventor of Web, HTTP, & HTM L) says that Semantic web will be the next generation of Current Web and the next IT revolution [6, 7, and 8] . It is treated as future concept or technology. In the Fig. 1 , at the bottom of the architecture we find XML, a language that lets enables us to write structured documents according to predefined guidelines or syntax. XM L is particularly suitable for sending documents across the Web [9] . R DF is a basic data model for writing simp le statements about Web objects (resources). RDF Model has three components: Resource, Property and Statement. Both XM L and RDF follow same syntax in writing properties. Therefore, it is located on top of the XML layer [10] . RDF Schema (rdfs) provides modeling primitives for o rganizing Web objects into hierarchies. Its key primit ives are classes and properties, subclass and sub property relationships, and domain and range restrictions [11] . RDF Schema is based on RDF. RDF Schema is RDF vocabulary description language. It represents relationship between groups of resources. The Logic layer is used in development of ontology and producing a knowledgeable representation document written in either XM L or RDF. The Proof layer involves the actual deductive process as well as the representation of proofs in Web languages (from lo wer levels) and proof validation [12] . Finally, the Trust layer will emerge through the use of digital signatures and other kinds of knowledge, based on recommendations. The Semantic Web is envisioned as a collection of informat ion linked in a way that can be easily processed by machine. This whole vision depends on agreeing upon common standards -something that is used and extended everywhere [13, 14] . Berners-lee outlined the architecture of the Semantic Web in the following 3 layers [15] :
The metadata layer: It contains the concepts of resource and properties and RDF (Resource Description Framework), most popular data model for the metadata layer.
The schema l ayer: Web ontology languages (OWL) are introduced here to define a h ierarchical description of concepts (is-a hierarchy) and properties and RDFS (RDF Schema) is a popular schema layer language. The WWW consists primarily of content for human consumption. Content lin ks to other content on the WWW via the universal Resource Locator (URL). The URL relies on surrounding context (if any) to communicate the purpose of the link that it represents; usually the user infers the semantics. Web content typically contains formatting instructions for a nice presentation, again for human consumption [17] . WWW content does not have any formal logical constructs. Correspondingly, the Semantic Web consists primarily of statements for application consumption. The statements link together via constructs that can form semantics, the meaning of the lin k. Thus, link semantics provide a defined meaningful path rather than a user-interpreted one. The statements may also contain logic that allows further interpretation and inference of the statements.
Ontology
The term ontology can be defined in many d ifferent ways. Genesereth and Nilsson defined Ontology as an explicit specification of a set of objects, concepts, and other entities that are presumed to exist in some area of interest and the relationships that hold them. It enables the Web for software co mponents can be ideally supported through the use of Semantic Web technologies [18] . Th is helps in understanding the concepts of the domain as well as helps the machine to interpret the definit ions of concepts in the domains and also the relat ions between them. Ontologies can be broadly divided into two main types: lightweight and heavyweight. Lightweight Ontologies involve taxono my (or class hierarchy) that contains classes, subclasses, attributes and values. Heavy weight Ontologies model domains in a deeper way and include axio ms and constraints [19] . Ontology layer consists of hierarchical distribution of important concepts in the domain and describing about the Ontology concepts, relationships and constraints. Fig. 2 displays the Ontology and its Constituents parts. 
Advantages
There are many advantages of using ontology in the Semantic Web technology. So me of them are as follows [21, 22] :  Sharing co mmon understanding of the structure of informat ion among people or software agents is one of the mo re co mmon goals in developing Ontologies [23] .  Ontology enables reusability o f do main knowledge in representing concepts and their relationships.  Making exp licit domain assumptions underlying an implementation makes it possible to change these assumptions easily if our knowledge about the domain changes [24] .  Separating the do main knowledge fro m the operational knowledge is another common use of ontologies. We can describe a task of configuring a product from its co mponents according to a required Since SW translates the given data into mach ine understandable language using concept of ontologies [26] .  Ontology development is a cooperative process; it allo ws different peoples to exp ress their views on given domain.  Ontology language editors helps to build SW .
Ontology Languages and Editors
It is defined as formal language used to encode ontology. Various languages are listed below: 
III. Case Study
The Co mputer Science Depart ment Ontology describes various terms used in a co mputer science department. It shows the terms and their inheritance but not the relationships. For examp le, A Professor inherits fro m a Teach ing which inherits fro m the Staff wh ich is a generalizat ion of a Person. Similarly Assistant inherits fro m Non Teaching which in turn inherits fro m Staff which in turn Person. The Screen Shot of Co mputer Science Department is shown in Fig. 3. 
Ontology Development
Tool: Proté gé is an open-source tool for edit ing and managing Ontologies. It is the most widely used domain-independent, freely available, plat formindependent technology for developing and managing terminologies, Ontologies, and knowledge bases in a broad range of application domains. There are various versions of proté gé available out of which the frequently used ones are: proté gé 2000, proté gé 3.1, proté gé 3.4 beta, proté gé 3.4(released recently) and proté gé 4.0 beta. It provides a rich set of knowledge modeling structures. We have used the proté gé version 3.1 to develop my Ontology on Co mputer Science Depart ment. It provides the facility to support for mult i user system, class trees on different tabs are synchronized by default, standard max memory allocation is 100 M B, RDF backend validates frame names, improved handling of sub slots and database backend correctly identifies MSSQL server and optimizes table creat ion accordingly. 
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IV. Conclusion
Ontology represents information in a manner so that this information can also be used by machines not only for displaying, but also for automating, integrating, and reusing the same in formation across various applications. We have developed ontology on Computer Science and Engineering Depart ment using one of famous ontology editor named as Proté gé 3.1. Proté gé is an open-source tool for editing and managing Ontologies. It is the most widely used domainindependent, freely available, platform-independent technology for developing and managing ontologies. This paper will help upcoming researchers to develop an ontology using the proté gé 3.1 in the semantic web. This ontology can also be used by any university system to make relevant search on the web. The developed ontology can be extended further to improve the performance of the Internet Technology.
